
List of Mass Hypnosis Spirits for MD

3 levels of the brain, or 3 shells of the brain, 4 distinct steps, 5 wisdoms, 30 
seconds for children normal mind state to switch to more receptive state 
almost comatose before TV, 1000 yard stare, 2003 Mission Accomplished 
speech, 

a yes mind set, absorb attention, Absorption psychology, access 
unconscious memories, accidentally hypnotized, acoustic therapy, active 
imagination, actors, addictions, Advertainment, Advertising avatar, 
advertising hypnosis, Advertising in video games, Advertising slogan, affects 
autonomic nervous system, affects parasympathetic nervous system, affects
sympathetic nervous system, Age regression therapy, Agreement pattern, 
Agreement Sets, all deceivableness of unrighteousness, all-pervading power, 
allure, allured, alluring images, allurement, alter behavior patterns, alter 
innermost frame of reference and impact subtle ecology of the unconscious, 
Altered level of consciousness, altered memories, altered mind, altered state
of awareness, Altered state of consciousness, altered state of mind, 
Amandla power, anachronism, analogies, animal electricity, animal familiars,
animal like actions, Animal magnetism, animal spirits, Anxiety, anxious, 
anxiousness, Apex effect, appropriate attitudes, appropriate motivation, 
army indoctrination programs, art of hypnosis, artheritis aid, artificial sleep 
state, artificial somnambulism, ascended masters, associational logic, 
atavistic hypothesis, Atavistic regression, Atavistic Theory of Hypnosis, 
attack on human psyche, attendant aroma of altered states, auto suggestion,
autogenic abreaction, autogenic imagery, Autogenic Training, Autohypnosis, 
Autohypnosis by memorised trance instructions, Autohypnosis by post-
hypnotic suggestion, automatic behaviors altered, automatic handwriting, 
automatic speaking, Autoscopy, autosuggestion, avatar, avatism, 

Barber and Calverley, Battle trance, be under a spell, become too trusting, 
beguile, beguiled, beguile-er, beguiling, behavioral patterns influenced, 
behavioral psychology, believe anyone, believe anything, bewitch, 
bewitched, bewitcher, bewitching, biofeedback, Board of Clinical 
Hypnotherapy, bombarded with hypnotic messages, bondage, Braid, 



brainwashed, brainwashing, brainwashing enmass, brainwashing techniques,
break down ability to reason, break down mind defenses, break moral code, 
Break The Trance, breathing control, breathing techniques, bribed with 
sweets, brute beast actions, bypass normal conscious thinking and influence
directly in unconscious level, bypass critical rational thinking, bypass normal
intellect, 

campaign to corrupt, captivate, captivated, captivating, Carl Young, Carleton
Skills Training Programme, catatonic state, catatonic trance, Celebrity 
branding, Cerebral Physiology & Mesmerism and Their Applications to Human
Welfare, change attention, change level of consciousness, change mind, 
change mood, changes reticular system, channel, channelers, channeling, 
charm, charmed, charmer, charming, Chattering classes, Chicken hypnotism,
chief oracle of American psychology, childbirth anesthetia hypnosis, children
enter trance state in 30 seconds watching TV, Chi, choice removed and 
replaced, chronic state of hypnosis, Clark L. Hull precursor of modern 
hypnotic skills training, climate change fears, Clinical Hypnosis, Clinical 
Hypnotherapy, Coding therapy, Cognitive-behavioural theory, Comatose 
state, comfort eating, communicate messages to hypnotised patient, 
complete attention, complete attraction, complete catalepsy, compliance, 
compliant, con artist, con men, con women, concentrate completely on 
single idea, Concentration, concept of psychological dissociation, 
Conditioned inhibition, Conditioning, conflicting hypnotic messages, confuse 
suggestions with authentic memory, confusion techniques, conjur, conjurer, 
Connecting minds, conscentual, conscious auto-suggestion, conscious mind 
thrust aside for subconscious to react, Contemporary Hypnosis, controlling 
impulses, cosmic magnetism, Couay, Covert hypnosis, Covert mass hypnosis 
techniques, crisis-intervention centers, crowd psychology, cue music, cue or 
trigger, cults, cultural aspect of magnetism, cultural phenomena, Curative 
hypnotherapy, 

dabbler in occult, Dark Art Of Mass Hypnosis, dark arts, dark side of mass 
covert hypnosis techniques, Daydream, death magic, Death panel, 
deceivable, deceivableness, deceived, deceiver, deceiving, deception, deep 
breathing, deep relaxation, Delirium, delude, deluded, deluded narcisist, , 
delude-er, deluding, depression trance, Derealization, deliberately 



hypnotised, delirious, Delirium, demons, demonic forces working, depression,
depression trance, Depersonalization, depressed, depressing, depression, 
depression trance, deprived of sleep, Derealization, desensitize, 
desensitized, desensitizatng, desensitization-relaxation technique, 
destructive, devastatingly effects, differ focus levels, direct concentration on
visualizing desired result, direct suggestion, direct vital fluid to heal sick, 
directed, Directing, disciplines, dissociate from and become consciously 
unaware of pain, dissociation of consciousness, Dissociation theory, 
distractions eliminated for full attention, Divided consciousness, don't think 
for self, double bind suggestions, drama teacher, dream environment, dream 
incubation, dream state, dream yoga, dreaming, dreamy, dunamise, dynamide
force, 

E S P, E S T, early behavior therapist, easily manipulated, eastern mysticism, 
eastern mystics, Ecstasy, edge of sleep, Ego death, electrical psychology, 
electro-biology, embedded commands, embrace evil ideas, emotional jujitsu, 
emotional reaction, emotional suggestibility, emotionally laden images, 
emphasised unconscious transference, emphasising conditioned reflexes, 
employ hypnotic principle, enamour, enamoured, enamouring, enchant, 
enchanter, enchanting, enchantment, end time mind control, energetic 
techniques, energy generated as mind focuses on single image, energy 
healers, engross, engrossed, engrossing, enrapture, enraptured, enrapturing, 
enter hypnotic state of mind, entice, enticed, entice-er, enticing, enticing 
words, enticing words of man’s wisdom,enticement, Erickson foundations, 
Ericksonian  hypnotherapy, Ericksonian therapy, Ericksonians, ethereal 
medium, etherology, Euphoria, evidence of responsiveness, Evil empire, evil 
imagination, evil spirit guides, evil spirit helpers, evil spirit protectors, 
excellency of speech, exchange demons, Excitatory gnosis, exoticism, 
Experimental Hypnosis, external phenomena, Extrasensory perception, 

faith in hypnosis, fakirs, false bible, false fasting, false memory under 
hypnosis, familiar spirits, familiars, family therapists, fantasy, fantasize in 
hallucinatory way for drama and excitement, feedback loops, field of 
hypnosis, Fixate attention, Flow psychology, fluid circulation blocks, focus 
attention elsewhere, Fractional autohypnosis, Franz Mesmer, free 
association and interpretation of the unconscious, Freuidism, 



gain from deep potential present inside, gaze into trance, gender-specific 
states of consciousness, general universal principles of magnetism, get full 
attention and turn off the intellect, gifted covert hypnotist, Glasnost, Glove 
Anesthesia, Grimes, group dynamics, group hypnosis, group hypnotized, 
group yoga, guided imagery, guided imagination, guided memory, gullible, 
gullibleness, 

habit control, habits, wants, and desires altered; hallucinating, 
hallucinations, Handbook of Hypnotic Suggestions and Metaphors, haphazard
hypnotic effect, Harmony restored, Hawthorne effect, heightened emotional 
states, hetero-hypnosis, hidden triggers, high hypnotizables, high 
suggestibility, Higher consciousness, highly hypnotizable, Highway hypnosis,
Hilgard's Lab, Human Hybernation, Hyper-suggestibility, Hypnagogia, hypno-
analysis, hypno-dermatology, hypno-surgery, hypno-therapist, hypno-therapy, 
Hypnography, Hypnoid state, Hypnopompia, hypnos, Hypnosis Applications, 
Hypnosis Cognitive Behavioral Perspective, hypnosis develops psychic 
powers, Hypnosis field, Hypnosis journals, Hypnosis organizations, Hypnosis 
Society, Hypnosis Suggestibility, Hypnosis therapy, hypnotic command 
hidden in normal innocent comment, Hypnotic behaviour, Hypnotic 
conditioning, Hypnotic control, hypnotic desensitisation, Hypnotic genius, 
Hypnotic illusion, Hypnotic induction, Hypnotic interaction, Hypnotic 
Language Patterns, hypnotic medium, hypnotic mind control, Hypnotic 
process, Hypnotic proponents, Hypnotic realities, Hypnotic regression, 
Hypnotic rituals, Hypnotic stories, Hypnotic subject, Hypnotic suggestions, 
Hypnotic susceptibility, Hypnotically install false reality, hypnotically 
receptive mode in 30 seconds watching TV, hypnotism, hypnotists, 
hypnotizability, hypnotize for terrorist recruits, hypnotize to change gender 
preference, hypnotized subjects, Hysteria, hysterical, 

idea of the all-penetrating, ideo-dynamic response, Ideomotor phenomenon, 
ideomotor response, illusions, imagination only evil continually, imagination 
replaces reality, Imaginative Transformation, immersed in hypnotic state, 
implant suggestions in mind, implant-er, implants, imponderable force, 
impressionable, inbedded commands, indirect suggestion, indoctrinate, 
indoctrinated, indoctrinating, indoctrination, indoctrination programs, induce 
relaxation, induce state of hypnosis, induce state of relaxation, induced, 



inducer, inducing, induction, Infamy Speech, influenceable, Information 
theory, Ingredients for Self-hypnosis, Inhibitory gnosis, inner capabilities, 
inner experience, Insensitivity to problem, install irrational attitudes, install 
irrational beliefs, install irrational feelings, instant awakening to spirit world, 
Instant sleep, interspersal technique, invisible energy, irresistible power, 

Joementum, Journal of Medical Hypnotism, Kappasinianism, keeper of the 
Ericksonian flame, 

lack self-esteem, language used to manipulate thoughts, Law of Repetition, 
learned routine of Hypnosis, leave minds open to anyone, leave minds open 
to demons, life coaches, life energy, life fluid, like magic, limbic level 
aroused for basic instinct reactions, loaded hypnotic language, lobbyist, 
lucid dreaming, 

M K Ultra, magic in ads, and media, magical acting products, magical 
phenomena, Magnetic exercises, Magnetic healing, Magnetic lucidity, 
Magnetic practices, Magnetic sleep, Magnetic somnambulism, magnetism, 
magnetizers channel magnetic fluid, make changes in people, mammalian 
like brain to activate emotions, Manifest destiny, manipulate mood so 
unconscious makes mistakes, manipulate thoughts, manipulating, 
manipulative, man’s wisdom, Mantra Meditation, mantras, masked meanings,
mass covert hypnosis, mass hypnosis, mass hysteria, mass manipulators, 
mass persuasion powers, mass rally, Medical Hypnosis, meditation, 
meditative consciousness, mediums initially train for spirit contact with 
hypnosis, mental ataraxis, mental elements of will and intention, mental 
imagery, Mental repetition, mental suggestion, Mesmer's system, mesmeric 
sleep, mesmeric state, mesmerism, Mesmerists, Messages, Metaphors, 
metaphorical, military applications, mind body intervention, mind control, 
mind machines, mind made vulnerable, mind occult, mind over body, mind 
over problem, Mind-dissociation, mind-numbing, Mind stream, mineral 
magnetism, mob mentality, mob spirit, Modern hypno-therapists, Modern 
hypno-therapy, modus operandi of self-hypnosis, Mood Manipulators, 
Motivating, Motivation for Hypnosis, Motivational speaker, Motivational 
speaking, muscle relaxation, Music therapy, Musical ecstasy, mystical 
phenomena, mythology, myths, 



N L P, Nancy School, Narcosynthesis, narrow awareness to single idea, 
natural choices changed, Nature of Hypnosis, Nature Of Suggestibility, 
negative hallucination, negative suggestion, Neodissociation, neopaganism, 
neoshamanism, neuric force, Neuro Linguistics, Neuro Linguistic 
programming, Neuropsychology, new age religions, new age therapies, New 
Frontier, New Thought religions, New world order, night horrors, nightmares, 
nightterrors, NIM-Be, non-conscious mind, normal intellect like rational 
thought, tuned down and stimulate into hyper activity, not reason properly, 
not restored to consciousness, nudge, nudged, nudge-er, nudging, numbs 
ability to think rationally, 

occult abilities, occult associations - from yoga to mesmerism, occult mind 
control, occult media, occult phenomena, occult powers, occult practices, 
occult users, occultism, occultists, Odic force, Ome's, open mind to mass 
suggestion, optical illusion, orator, oratory, Oriental hypnosis, Out-of-body 
experience, Out-of-body travel, overt hypnosis, overwhelms rational thinking, 

paganism, pain control, pain management, palsy, Panic, panic attack, panicy,
paralysis, parapsychological research, parapsycology, Paris school, partial 
catalepsy, complete attention, partial attraction, Passive concentration, 
Passiveness, pasivity of body, pasivity of mind, Past life regression, 
panthetism, Peak experience, persuadable, persuade, persuaded, persuader, 
persuading, persuasion, persuasive, persuasiveness, Phreno-magnetic 
effects, physical suggestibility, physiological conditioning, placebo effect, 
planetary magnetism, plant Hypnotic Realities in mind, play acting, pliability, 
pliable, pliableness, poles points, political activists, political applications on 
electorate, political slogans, positive attitude, positive lying, positive 
suggestion, positive thinking, positivism, possession & pseudo exorcism, 
Post-hypnotic amnesia, power of hypnotic language, Power of One, power of 
suggestion, power of the soul, powerful emotional speeches, practicing 
hypnosis, prana, pratyahara, prayer repetition, Presyncope, prod, prodded, 
prodder, prodding, progression steps from physiological conditioning to 
psychic conditioning, progressive muscle relaxation, prompt, prompted, 
prompting, propaganda machine, psych ops, psych self up, Psychic abilities, 
Psychic apparatus, Psychic conditioning, Psychic energy, Psychic powers, 
Psychic users, psycho-physiology, Psychodunamy, psychological 



automatism, psychological operations, psychosis, psychotherapeutic 
hypnosis method, Pygmalion effect, 

R state, R-complex triggered, rap music, rapid induction techniques, rapport 
established, rational mesmerism, raw charisma, receptive to deception, 
receptivity to suggestion, reciprocal influence, Recovered-memory therapy, 
Recreational hypnosis, recruiting techniques, Reduced afferent stimulation, 
reduced consciousness state, regression hypnotherapy, Relaxation 
hypnotherapy technique, relaxation response, relaxing meditative 
experience, relaxing mental exercise, Relentless focus on self, Religious 
ecstacy, Religious experience, Religious hysteria, Religious pilgrims, repeat 
often - phrase, sound, or word, repeditative chanting, Repetition variation, 
repetitive non-intellectual activities, replace negative with positive 
experience, responsive to manipulation, responsive to sugg-gestions, 
rhythmic chanting, Rhythmic drumming, riot spirit, ritual ecstasy, ritual 
trances, Riveted attention, rock concert, rock music - heavy metal & black 
metal, hard rock, etc; role players, role playing games, role role playing 
games on internet, playing video games, role taking theory, Romanticism, 

Salpetriere School, Salter's behavioural approach, scam artist, seeding 
ideas, seduce, seduced, seducer, seducing, seduction, Scientology hypnosis, 
secrets of hypnosis, sedative-hypnotic drug, self-help technique, Self-
Hypnosis and Stress, Self-hypnosis, Self-hypnosis tapes, self-hypnotic state, 
self-hypnotic techniques, self-induced hypnosis, self-sugggestion, severe 
disturbances, shamanism, shifts in mental state, shut down critical rational 
thinking, shut down normal intellect, Sigmund Freud, simple Suggestions, 
sinister abuse of mass hypnotism, sixth sense, sleep or deep relaxation, 
sleeper agent, sleeper cell, sleeping agent, slogans, smear campaigns, 
Social role-taking theory, Society of Harmony, Society of Clinical Hypnosis, 
Society of Medical Hypnosis, somnambulism state, sophisticated techniques,
Sophrology, Spanos, speak directly to subconscious, Specialist Techniques, 
specific method of vitalistic cure of magnetism, specific state of being, and 
consciousness, spellbound, spirit guides, spirit helpers, Spirit of Radio, 
spiritism, spiritual healers, spiritualism, sports hypnosis, Stage hypnosis, 
standard formulas, stare long into space or at bright object, candle, fire, 
light, laptop, mirror, monitor, TV, video or computer game, etc; state of 



hypnosis to learn channeling, state of somnambulic consciousness, Stauning 
or Chaos, Stillness Meditation, Stillness Meditation Therapy, Stir of Echoes, 
Stir Up Primitive Drives, strategic approach, stressed, strong emotional 
response short circuit ability to think straight, strongly psychic, 
subconscious auto suggestion, subconscious mind opened to suggestion, 
subjective sensitivity, subjective state of mind, subliminal messages, subtly 
control thinking, Subvertising, Sufism, sugggested effect, sugggestibility, 
Sugggestion thoery, Sugggestive Therapeutics, supernatural abilities, 
supernatural power, surrender will, susceptible, susceptibleness, suspend 
own mind, swap demons, swayed by any strong emotional response, sweet-
talk, sweet-talker, sweet-talking, switch demons, switch off ability to reason,
Switch off intellect, Switch Off mind And Enjoy The Show, Syncope, 
systematic desensitisation, Systems theory, 

tantras, teachers use hypnosis on students, techniques of autohypnosis, 
temporarily assume authority over person, Terms Of Endearment, the dark 
techniques, the force, theatrics, Theosophical Society, these safe hands, 
They Call It Hypnosis, Think Different, thousand yard stare, Time Distortion, 
traditional hetero-hypnosis, traditional ways to inducing hypnosis, trance 
channelling, trance channeller, trance logic, trance state, trance without 
convulsions, trances, Transcendental Meditation and Mesmerism, 
transferance of spirits, Transfer propaganda, transfusion of magnetic power, 
transmitted by inward feeling, tribal cultures ritual trances, tricked, trickery, 
triggered by special gesture, change of tone or other hypnotic trick to alert 
the unconscious mind to the secret message hidden inside the ordinary 
comment, triggers, Trojan horse, tunnel vision of mind, turn attention away, 
TV the hypnosis box, TV viewing controls mind, twilight activities, 

Unconscious mind altered, Unconsciously hear true message to follow 
spontaneously, under bondage of hypnosis, under influence of hypnosis, 
under spell of hypnosis, undergo hypnotic induction, undiscerning, unique 
hynoptic state, universal energy, universal fluid, universal life force, 
unobstructed vision, unrestrainable power, urge, urged, urging, unscrupulous 
hypnotists, uses word or phrase to hypnotize self, 

va, vada, very susceptible, video games - role playing, visualize, visualizing, 



visualization, vital energy fluid force, vital magnetic force, vital universal 
principles of magnetism, voice of authority, vulnerable, vulnerableness, 

Wakefulness, walk-ins, watching or hearing others use hypnosis - advertising,
film, live, radio, tv shows, etc; whirling in circles, will to be deceived, 
willingness to comply, wisdom of men, wisdom of the world, Working 
Hypnosis, wodan, word, sound, or phrase repeated often; words of man’s 
wisdom, world’s greatest oracle of hypnotism, wuodan, 

Yoga, Yoga nidra, yogic sleep, yoginis, Yogis, Your Will undermined, 
Yunggian-ism, 

Zoist Journal, zombi, zombi like state, zombi-ized, 

In the Name and Blood of the Lord Jesus Christ, I bind up each and 
every demon left, I individually chain, cage, bag and box them. I put them in 
caves with rocks over the caves with the Light of the Lord shining bright and 
the angels of the Lord reading Scriptures and praise the Lord continually. I 
cover us all with the Blood of Jesus. I call upon God's Holy Spirit to fill 
everybody full to overflowing and to keep chasing out the demons and to 
restore God's people. In Jesus' Name, I loose legions of the spirits of the 
Lord, life, health, healing, restoration, wellbeing, sound mind, and a good 
night's sleep.

We thank You Lord Jesus for everything You have done. We give You all
the glory and honour, and blessings and praise. In Jesus' Mighty Name and by
His Blood. Amen.

Pastor T. John Franklin
Church of Salvation, Healing, and Deliverance

COS-HAD.org


